What should you remember to do in the event of a fire?

A. Hide & Seek
B. ABC
C. RACE & PASS
D. Run, Hide, Fight
FIRE SAFETY

How should you obtain a full butane torch?

A. Fill it yourself
B. Ask your supervisor
C. Ask Iris
D. From the dispensary
BIO SAFETY

When do needle stick injuries most often occur?

A. Before use
B. During use - passing equipment, collision with worker
C. After use/before disposal – activating safety feature, recapping
D. During and after disposal – Improper disposal
Historically, what percentage of occupational exposures reported to Student Health Services consisted of Dental Students?

A. 0 - 5%
B. 5 - 44%
C. 45 - 66%
D. 67-100%
HAZARD SAFETY

Which of the following OSHA hazard pictograms does NOT represent a health hazard?

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Answer: C.
HAZARD SAFETY

Which arrangement of hazard controls properly represents the hierarchy of controls (most to least effective)?

A. Engineering, PPE, Elimination/Substitution, Administrative
B. Administrative, PPE, Engineering, Elimination/Substitution
C. PPE, Engineering, Administrative, Elimination/Substitution
D. Elimination/Substitution, Engineering, Administrative, PPE
HAZMAT SAFETY

All expired chemicals such as lidocaine and epinephrine go to who?

A. John Morgan
B. Deseree Vazquez
C. Phil Vasquez
D. Widlyne Etienne
HAZMAT SAFETY

What is the last L in the 5 L’s Rule: Collect, Label, Lid, Locate, and...

A. Limit
B. Lock
C. Leak
D. Lift
RADIATION SAFETY

What is the primary source of ionizing radiation in a Dental Clinic?

A. The patient
B. Natural background
C. The x-ray system
D. Cosmic rays
Which of the following is most effective for minimizing radiation exposure to clinicians and staff using dental x-ray systems?

A. Time  
B. Distance  
C. Shielding  
D. Dosimeters
Final Question

What is prohibited in **ALL** indoor areas and immediate outdoor areas of NYPH/CUMC?

A. Using your cellphone
B. Eating & drinking
C. Dancing
D. Smoking